
Writing for the Web for Health Care



How and why
we read on the web



Why do we go online?

• Access products and services and make purchases

• Choose entertainment when/where we want it

• Connect with family and friends

• Explore new subjects

• Find locations when walking or driving around

• Share our experiences

Source: “Connected Consumers Are Not Created Equal: A Global Perspective,” A.T. Kearney, November 2014



“Nobody cares about 
information for its own sake. 
… The customer has a task 
they want to complete, a 
problem they want to solve.”

— Gerry McGovern
User experience expert



33 percent of people 
have read online 
physician reviews
‒BrightLocal, 2017

What are we looking for?
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SPECIFIC DISEASE OR MEDICAL PROBLEM

SPECIFIC SYMPTOMS

SPECIFIC MEDICAL TREATMENT, PROCEDURE, OR
DRUG

COMMUNICATION WITH A HEALTHCARE PROVIDER

DIET AND/OR EXERCISE PLANS

SEARCHING FOR A LOCAL HEALTHCARE PROVIDER

BUY A HEALTH-RELATED PRODUCT

BUY HEALTH INSURANCE

SEARCH FOR LOCAL GYMS AND FITNESS FACILITIES

Health-Related Online Activity

Source: dotHealth LLC, “Health-Related Activity Online,” July 2017.



How we read online



Classic F-shaped pattern



Layer-cake pattern

Source: Pawel Grabowski, User Voice, “How to Use Heatmaps to Fire Up Your UX, 2015. http://community.uservoice.com/blog/fire-up-your-ux-insight-with-heatmaps/



Eye-tracking patterns

• Spotted pattern 

• Marking pattern

• Bypassing pattern

• Commitment pattern



How we read online

How much of your webpage content will users actually read?

Source: Nielsen Norman Group, “How Little Do Users Read?,” May 2008

20 – 28%



Three steps to
great web writing



Three steps to great web writing

1. Keep it simple and scannable

2. Focus on the user

3. Make it easy to take action



Step 1
Keep it simple and scannable 



Keep it simple

Health Literacy of U.S. Adults

Proficient Below Basic Basic Intermediate

Basic
22%

Proficient
12%

Below Basic
14%

Intermediate
52%

Health Literacy
The ability to obtain, process, and understand basic health 
information and services to make appropriate health 
decisions

Even people with strong literacy skills can face challenges 
when they’re:

• Diagnosed with a serious illness and are scared or 
confused

• Not familiar with medical terms

• Interpreting numbers or risks to make a health care 
decisions

Source: “The Health Literacy of America’s Adults: Results From the 2003 National Assessment of Adult Literacy,” U.S. Department of Education



Health Literacy

People with low health literacy may have difficulty:

• Managing chronic diseases

• Measuring medications, understanding nutrition labels, 
calculating blood sugar levels, and completing other tasks that 
require math skills

• Navigating the health care system

• Understanding diagnoses and treatment options

• Understanding how lifestyle factors affect health



Health literacy in your geographic service area

The University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill Health Literacy Data Map

Find it at: 
healthliteracymap.unc.edu



Health literacy in your geographic service area
Quartile 4 (highest)
Quartile 3
Quartile 2
Quartile 1 (lowest)

Iowa
Linn County



Keep it simple with everyday language

Instead of this Try this

Seek prompt medical attention Get care right away

Emergent and urgent aortic pathologies Conditions that affect the aortic valve

Obstructs circulation Blocks blood flow

Does not require the use of Doesn’t use

Hematological disorders Blood disorders



Keep it simple: active voice

The nurse called the patient.

The patient was called by the nurse.

Passive Voice

Active Voice

action

action

subject
(performs action)

subject 
(receives action)



Writing tools: Hemingway Editor

Find it at: 
www.hemingwayapp.com



Keep it simple by getting to the point

Start with the main point/conclusion

Include supporting 
information

Share less 
important 

details



Keep it simple by getting to the point

Main Point

Supporting Information



Make it scannable

• Cover one topic per page

• Keep paragraphs short – three sentences or fewer

• Use bullets and numbered lists

• Use straightforward headlines and subheads

• Write short sentences



Make it scannable: an example

What is low vision?

Causes of low vision

Low-vision 
rehabilitation program 
services

Get an eye evaluation



Make it scannable: an example

VS.

Clear subheads

Short sentences 
& paragraphs

Bulleted lists

Callout box



Step 2
Focus on the user



Focus on the user

Ask:

• WHO is your user? Who are you talking to?

• What does your user want to know?

• How will your service or product make your 
user’s life better or easier?

• What do you want users to do after visiting 
your website?



Focus on the user

Speak TO your users, not AT them.

• Address the user directly; write in second person.

• Anticipate and answer your users’ questions.

• Be warm, conversational, and empathetic.

• Focus on benefits, not features.



“Even when you are marketing to your entire audience or 
customer base, you are still simply speaking to a single 
human at any given time. Worry less about sounding 

professional and worry more about creating remarkable 
content that other humans can relate to.”

— Ann Handley
Digital marketing and content expert



Step 3
Make it easy to take action



Make it easy to take action

On every page, include a call to action (CTA) that’s:

• Clear and concise

• Prominently displayed

• Relevant to the page and audience

• Trackable whenever possible



How to incorporate SEO best practices
into your web writing



SEO requires good content

Some of Google’s most important factors when ranking webpages:

• Content

• Links 

• Localization, or how relevant your content is to local searches

• User engagement



SEO requires good content

Search engines love content that:

• Answers users’ questions

• Incorporates words visitors use (keywords) effectively and in 
context

• Is well-written and regularly updated

• Offers value by providing original, useful information

• Uses headings to provide structure and context



SEO requires good content

Search engines do not like:

• Duplicate or plagiarized content

• “Keyword stuffing” – Using irrelevant keywords and/or repeating the 
same words or phrases in an unnatural-sounding way

• Lack of and/or improper page structure

• Thin or shallow content



Localize your service line content

Help your site appear in local searches by including keywords in your 
service line content relevant to your geographic service area. 
Examples include:

• Cities

• Counties

• States

• Location names

• Other local regions



The bottom line?
Write content that gives users what 
they want, and search engines will 

help them find you.



What about keywords?

• Incorporate keywords naturally and strategically; use them in context.

• Help search engines (and users!) understand what your page is about 
by using keywords in:

– HTML page title

– Meta description

– Headings (H1, H2, H3)

– Image titles and alt text

– URL

– Link anchor text



HTML page title (title tag)

• One of the most important 
on-page SEO elements

• Shows up on browser tabs

• Used on search engine 
results pages (SERPs)

• Will likely be pulled in as 
anchor text when sharing 
on other websites and social 
media



How to write an HTML page title

• Avoid starting with generic or nonessential phrases, such as 
“welcome to” or “our”

• Be concise. Use about 60 characters or less.

• Give each page a unique title.

• Place important keywords closer to the start of the title.

• Consider this formula: Cancer Care| Cedar Rapids, Iowa| Benefit 
Hospital



Meta description (page description)

• Short paragraph that describes 
page content

• Used on search engine results 
pages (SERPs)

• Often appears when sharing on 
other websites and social media

• Most important tool for 
improving click-through rates 
from SERPs



How to write a meta 
description

• Use a unique meta description for each 
page

• To optimize for Google, stay between 
30 and 175 characters

• Write compelling, descriptive, relevant 
copy that makes sense out of context

• Incorporate important keywords

Test your meta description at 
moz.com/learn/seo/title-tag



Why write a meta description?

If you don’t write a description, Google will pull text from your page.



Meta description formula

Formula

[Action] + [Organization Name] + [City, State] + [Benefit]

Example

Get advanced treatments at Benefit Hospital Cancer Care Center in 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, where you’ll find support from our friendly, 
trained professionals.



Tips for directory naming/URL structuring

• URLs should be simple, direct, descriptive and easy to read 

• Use relevant keywords, but use a keyword just once in each URL 
(Don’t overload with keywords or repeat keywords)

• Remove “stop words” (and, or, but, of, the, etc.) to shorten your URL

• Use hyphens ( - ) to separate words, not underscores ( _ ) or spaces

DO THIS: benefithealth.com/services/rehabilitation/physical-therapy
NOT THIS: benefithealth.com/our-services-and-specialties/rehabilitation/outpatient-

rehabilitation/outpatient-rehabilitation-services/outpatient-physical-therapy 



Link anchor text

• Anchor text is the clickable text in a hyperlink

• Use keyword- and topic-specific anchor text when possible; don’t 
use generic text, such as “click here” or “read more”

• When linking to documents or videos, include information about 
media format, file size, etc.

Click here to find out more about heart and vascular care.

Explore our comprehensive heart and vascular services and call for an appointment.

Take our Birth Center virtual tour [video; 2:30] and call for an appointment.

DO THIS:

OR THIS:

NOT THIS:



Accessibility 
in web content



Why accessibility is important

• Risks:

– Losing patients with 
accessibility challenges

– Lawsuits

– Bad PR

– Potential loss of government 
funding/ACA/Medicare 
payments

• Opportunities:

– Improves usability for all visitors

– Improves SEO

– Improve understanding of health 
topic

– Gain and retain patients with 
accessibility challenges

– Improves patient experience and is 
linked to better health outcomes



Creating accessible content

• AAA Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) state that 
content should be written as clearly and simply as possible. To 
meet AAA standards, content should register at a 9th grade reading 
level or below. 

• Explain abbreviations or technical terms on first reference. 

• Use descriptive text for links. (Never use “click here.”)

• Keep content within a clear and understandable hierarchy, using 
headings and subheadings to organize content. 



Creating accessible content

• Don’t refer to content using sensory wording (for example, “see 
below”)

• Include captions for videos 

• Follow guidelines for making PDFs and other files accessible 
(www.hhs.gov/web/section-508/making-files-accessible/index.html)

• Don’t embed text in images  

– Don’t use graphics alone to display information, always have text-based 
alternatives 

http://www.hhs.gov/web/section-508/making-files-accessible/index.html


Geonetric content resources



Learn more at Geonetric.com

• Accessibility Guidelines that Healthcare 
Marketers Overlook (blog post)

• Build a Strong Website Location Strategy 
for Your Health System

• Creating an Editorial Calendar for 
Healthcare Marketers

• Content Marketing for Healthcare (eBook)

• Five Steps to Creating Content that 
Converts 

• How New Accessibility Requirements Will 
Impact Healthcare Websites (blog post)

• Planning a Redesign? Start with Content 
Strategy

• Tackle Your Next Redesign with Strategy 
Content Migration

• Turn Competing Goals into a Balanced 
Content Strategy

• What You Need to Know About Content 
Marketing 

• Web Content Voice, Tone, & Style

• Writing for SEO: 6 Tips to Improve Your 
Healthcare Content

https://www.geonetric.com/website-design/accessibility-guidelines-that-healthcare-marketers-overlook/
https://www.geonetric.com/content-strategy/building-a-website-location-strategy-for-health-systems/
https://www.geonetric.com/content-marketing/creating-an-editorial-calendar-for-healthcare-marketers/
https://www.geonetric.com/content-marketing/healthcare/
https://www.geonetric.com/copywriting/five-steps-to-creating-content-that-converts/
https://www.geonetric.com/website-design/how-new-accessibility-requirements-will-impact-healthcare-websites/
https://www.geonetric.com/content-strategy/planning-redesign-start-content-strategy/
https://www.geonetric.com/content-strategy/tackle-your-next-redesign-with-strategic-content-migration/
https://www.geonetric.com/content-strategy/turn-competing-goals-balanced-content-strategy/
https://www.geonetric.com/content-marketing/what-you-need-to-know-about-content-marketing/
https://www.geonetric.com/copywriting/finding-your-voice-tone-style-for-web-content/
https://www.geonetric.com/copywriting/writing-for-seo/

